Aromatherapy for the relief of symptoms in burn patients: A systematic review of randomized controlled trials.
Aromatherapy is often used to manage several conditions, including pain, psychological distress, and burn-related symptoms. The objective of this review was to assess the current evidence regarding the efficacy of aromatherapy as a treatment for burn wounds. The following fifteen databases and trial registries were searched for studies published between their dates of inception and January 2017: AMED, CINAHL, EMBASE, MEDLINE, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), as well as six Korean medical databases and four Iranian databases. All the trials included in the review were randomized controlled trials (RCTs) assessing the efficacy any type of aromatherapy as a treatment for burn-related symptoms. Study selection and data extraction were performed by two independent reviewers, and the risk of bias (ROB) in the trials included in the review was assessed using the Cochrane ROB assessment tool. Four RCTs met our inclusion criteria, including two RCTs comparing the efficacy of aroma inhalation as a treatment for pain and anxiety with that of placebo controls. Both studies showed that aroma inhalation was superior to placebo with respect to relieving pain and anxiety. The third study compared the effects of aroma inhalation on sleep quality with those of music therapy and showed that two the treatments exert equivalent effects on the above parameter, and the fourth trial compared the ability of aroma inhalation to reduce pain and anxiety with that of no treatment. The results showed that aroma inhalation can reduce pain but not anxiety. The evidence from the above trials is not sufficient to conclude that aromatherapy effectively relieves symptoms in patients with burns. However, the findings of the trials do not seem very plausible, and the trials themselves were of low quality and included only small numbers of patients. Studies that are adequately powered and feature better designs are needed to investigate the potential mechanisms underlying the effects of aroma therapy on pain and anxiety.